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the human form because it expresses a
lot of our attitudes to\vard the ,vorld,"
Hocks says.
Fenniak also works fron1 photos
that he shoots hitnself; in his paintings,
he composes quasi-narrative scenes.
Once more of an expressionist, the
Canada-based artist beca1ne interested
in "observed reality" -\vith a twist. A
fan of A1nerican author Patricia High
smith's psychologically edgy novels,
Fenniak infuses his pictures vvith a 1nood
of emotional intensity and uncertain
suspense. Some of his oil paintings
depict single individuals and their mean
ings are ambiguous. ls the young wo111an
seated in an armchair ,vith a suitcase
at her side coming or going in "The
Guest," 2000? l s she tired or afraid?
'vVhat's on the mind of the \voma,n stand.
ing in the semi-darkness of "Laundry
Room," 2003? Such paintings, Fenniak
adn1its, n1ight be viewed as portraits by
default, for as n1uch as they do not
set out to "refer to actual people," he
says, "seen as character studies, I sup
pose they do."
A fascinating aspect of portraying
faces and the human fonn Fenniak says,
"is hov,, the subj ectivity of a subject
and that of the artist blend" \vithin a
painted picture. Vie\vers 1nay sense,
he suggests, how a subject 1nust have
captivated the artist who depicts hi111
or her and also how the artist "takes
possession" of his subject. S0111e would
argue that this 1nelding of spirits, rooted
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in an artist's psychological probing of a
subject, is an essential aspect of portrai
ture. ("1 get something fro1n the other
person," legendary American portraitist
Alice Neel [ 1900-84] re1narked, reflect
ing on one encl of the artist-sitter rela
tionship.)
Piloco has explored this phenon1e
non in portrayals of students, people
in cafes or young women in urban set
tings. Piloco finds and asks interesting
looking people he encounters in coffee
shops or on the street to sit for hiin; on
canvas, he constructs settings for his
sitters that relate to their real-life identi
ties, such as a restaurant for a waitress or
a reading room for a college student. "l
like to have so111e social connectedness,"
he says.
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Years ago, Piloco and five other
New York-based artists (they called
the1nselves "The Paint Group") 1net
regularly to discuss issues and undertake
painting assignments related to the
realist techniques they all practiced.
Piloco says that he tries "to capture
and convey the actual feeling of the
moment" of his encounter "vith a model.
"It's half technical-knowing ho\v to
paint a subject-and half about just. feel
ing it, which is not so111ething you can
intellectualize." Piloco says the challenge
of, and the n1agic in, the best portrait
painting lies in being able to capture this
emotional-psychological essence of a
sub j ect. To try to do so by follo,ving for111ulas to syn1bolize certain en1otional
values-by placing a hand here or tilting
a sitter's head there-only 1nakes a pic
ture feel stiff, academic and dull, he
observes.
Till Freiwald also paints frotn live
models. Working in \vatercolor on paper,
Freiwald, who lives in Italy, creates
smaller ,vorks from life. By contrast, he
paints in "vatercolor on paper larger,
n1onu1nental images of the sa111e sitters
(1neasuring 5 by 7 1/2 feet) from 111e111ory. "The face is a mirror," he says. "The
most in1portant thirg is to create an
atmosphere that allows a sitter to look at
me with the sa1ne attention that I look at
him or her."
Like the large-scale photo portraits
made by his conte1nporary, the Ger1nan
photographer Tho1nas Ruff, Freiwalcl's
straight-on vie\vS, with tight cropping
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